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IMMIGRANTS AND NEIGHBORS:
THE BORDES, CABRAL, FRAGULIA, AND GRUENINGER FAMILIES
A German-born tanner, an Italian picture bride,
a young stowaway from the Azores, and a Frenchman from the Pyrenees: although each of these
people started off in different parts of Europe they
ended up as farmers and neighbors in the Vasco.
Census records and oral-history interviews attest
to a remarkable mix of mostly immigrant families
in the Vasco from the late 19th century on. But what
was the pull, the attraction? What were the factors
that led these young immigrant men and women to
leave family and friends behind, with little or no
hope of reconciliation?
Fred “Frenchy” Mourterot, who identified himself as the “last long line teamster in Livermore,”
recalls that his father never wanted to return to
France. “That country’s no good,” he would say.
“You work for a cent a day and then they come and
collect your money.” His father worked as a wood
cutter, “And they’d make you a sandwich for lunch:
one sardine would make three sandwiches!”32
Henrietta Appel came to America because she
could not get along with her new stepmother. When
she returned to Germany for a visit, the stepmother
complained that her small steamer trunk was “‘so
much in the way.’ Well, if it’s in the way,” the young
woman replied, “I’ll soon leave.” And she did, this
time coming straight to San Francisco where she
met and married Jacob Grueninger in 1880.
Whatever their reasons, approximately 20
households ultimately settled in the Vasco, most of
them as tenant ranchers for Mary Ives Crocker. Here
are the stories of four of them.

on an 80-acre parcel just north of the Vasco grant.
As their daughter Emelia Crosslin (née Grueninger)
remembers, “There was nothing there, you know,
just the bare land. And they had to drill wells, put
buildings in, everything.” A local carpenter was
hired to construct a house and outbuildings. Mrs.
Crosslin recalls that her childhood home included a
five-room single-wall house of redwood, several
chicken houses, a granary, and “a lot of big barns.”
Like most of their Vasco neighbors, the
Grueningers made a living any way they could. They
raised hay, grain, poultry, and game birds. Mrs.
Grueninger carried on a brisk trade with the resort
at Byron Hot Springs, and her eight children were
pressed into service to deliver eggs, squabs, and
rabbits. Eggs and turkeys (for Christmas) were also

From Germany: Jacob and Henrietta
Grueninger (née Appel)
Jacob Grueninger was born in Hesse, Germany,
and was a tanner by trade. His wife, Henrietta, ran
a delicatessen in San Francisco. Through a German
friend the Grueningers learned that public land was
available to homestead near Byron. Thus with no
previous farming experience, and with three young
children in tow, the couple left the urban environs
of San Francisco to start life anew as farmers. In
1883 Jacob Grueninger filed a Homestead Entry

Grueninger Family. This studio portrait of the young
family was taken around 1894. Emelia Crosslin (née
Grueninger), interviewed at age 98 by the project oralhistorian, is the infant on her mother’s lap. (Courtesy
Kathy Leighton.)
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shipped into Oakland. They milked cows for their
own use, then skimmed and sold off the cream.
In 1919 the Grueningers purchased the 160-acre
Easton Place along old Vasco Road. The Easton
home was large, and the only two-story house in the
Vasco, although it too was of single-wall construction. The horse barn was one of the oldest standing
structures in the Vasco. With this move “up to the
road,” the Grueningers left their original homestead
vacant, but the land remained in the family until
1971.
When Jacob Grueninger died, his oldest son,
Ed, took over the farm. He eventually deeded the
property to his nephew Pyron Crosslin. Over the
years the Grueningers acquired neighboring properties, the Baker/Barkley farmstead and the Brown
place. They also leased lands east of Vasco Road,
which they used to pasture sheep. Although in 1935
they were still largely dry farming, gradually Ed and
Pyron acquired enough stock to be truly a “ranch.”
Crosslin put up a new barn in 1945 (from recycled
lumber) and added a horse arena. He eventually sold
the ranch and moved with his wife to Byron.

From Italy: Andrew and Maria Fragulia
About the time the Grueningers were settling
in on their homestead at the north end of the valley,
another young couple was setting up housekeeping
further south in the grant. Andrew Fragulia was born
in 1863 in Milan, Italy, and immigrated to San Francisco by way of Brazil in 1879. When his father
died in South America, the young man pushed on to
California where he settled among paesan (fellow
countrymen) in San Francisco’s North Beach. He
agreed to marry Maria Volponi—the sister of a
friend—sight unseen and he paid her passage from
Italy.
Andrew Fragulia worked for the Southern Pacific railroad, but “hated” living in San Francisco.
When the train passed through the Livermore area,
he looked with longing at the ranch land that rolled
by. Around 1886 the Fragulias moved out to the
Vasco and took on a 600-acre lease with partner
Nick Ratti. Andrew and Nick could not get along
and they dissolved their partnership. Ratti moved
into Livermore and opened a saloon that included
bocce ball courts in the backyard. The first of the

Fragulia Family. Andrew and Maria Fragulia pose with their 11 children on their Vasco ranch,
Thanksgiving, around 1930. (Courtesy Paul Fragulia and Marie Bignone [née Fragulia].)
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Fragulias’ eleven children was born at the ranch in
1887.
Paul Fragulia recalls how hard his father had
to work to clear their hilly and inaccessible site at
Los Vaqueros: “When he went on that ranch, he
had to work days and weeks, months, picking rocks
out of the field so that he could farm it. There’s piles
of rocks all over that ranch. Every place where there
was a solid rock he couldn’t get out . . . then he piled
the other rocks on it and worked around them.” Yet
the farm prospered. The Fragulia Place had the only
substantial truck garden in the Vasco, a 1-acre Garden of Eden attributable to the constant attention of
Maria’s brother, John Volponi. As Paul Fragulia’s
daughter explained, “We’re Genovese [laughter].
Yes. Very frugal, very hard-working!”
For their first few years at the ranch, Andrew
and Maria lived in a two-room shack with a dirt
floor. As the family grew, the Fragulias built a fourroom house and later expanded it to include two
additional rooms for the boys. Mrs. Fragulia made
goat’s milk cheese, which she stored alongside the
barrels of homemade wine in the cellar.
Fragulia family photos reveal a rich life filled
with communal work parties and frequent visits from
city friends and relatives who loved to come to the
ranch and play out “the old West.” The irony was
not lost on the Fragulias, who were cowboys in every sense of the term. Yet they graciously photographed their friends dressed up in chaps and vests,
poised menacingly with the Fragulia’s Colt-45, or
astride a horse that the “cowboy” or “cowgirl” could
not have ridden across the yard.
Maria Fragulia died in 1933 and her husband
followed her less than two years later. James
Fragulia, a bachelor, took over the ranch. The
Fragulia Place was sold to Oscar Starr in 1941.

From the Azores: The Cabrals
Frank Nunez Cabral was perhaps the youngest
immigrant to land alone in the Vasco. Born on Santa
Maria Island in the Azores, he stowed away on a
ship bound for America when he was just nine years
old. Cabral joined his brother in Oakley and began
to work as a shepherd for ranchers in the area. From
this humble start he worked his way up; eventually
he owned or controlled 6-7,000 acres and was considered “one of the richest guys in the area.”

Frank Cabral married Mary Pernero, whose
family had come from Pico in the Azores. By 1900
they had two children, Stanley and Mary, and lived
in a “shack” at their sheep camp east of Vasco Road
on “Tin Can Alley.” After their first son was old
enough to go to school, the Cabrals moved into
Byron although Frank Sr. often stayed for long periods at the camp, supervising his Portuguese shepherds.
Even though he was illiterate, “You couldn’t
put nothin’ over on him.” As one neighbor remembered, Frank Cabral would “take his foot and kick
a sack of wool and if you’d tell him the price, he’d
tell you how much that wool would bring.”
The Cabrals took over the Raffett Place around
1924 and they also leased land for another sheep
camp at the “caves.” Frank Cabral ran cattle on the
west side of Vasco Road and was known as a hardrider: “He’d come down that hill, they’d never seen
anybody go so fast on a horse, after the cattle.” He
also owned a ranch near Byron that he acquired
through a foreclosure.
The Cabrals’ two sons also made their mark on
the Vasco. Frank Jr. married a Vasco native, Frances
Bonfante, and they lived at the Raffett Place for the
first year of their marriage. Stanley Cabral leased
land at the site of the old Vasco Adobe prior to its
purchase by Oscar Starr. Stanley Cabral owned a
harvester, ran a harvesting crew, and was credited
with being “quite a mechanic.”

From France and America: Sylvain and
Mary Bordes
One of the earliest residents of the Vasco was
Sylvain Bordes. He was born in France along the
Spanish border in 1845 and apparently immigrated
to America in 1865 at the age of 19 to avoid a mandatory seven-year military service. Bordes landed
in New Orleans and then pushed on to California
via Mexico. From Mexico he came up to San Jose
with a group of Mexican miners to work as a teamster in the New Almaden Mercury Mines.
Bordes met Louis Peres through an uncle who
owned the Europe Hotel in San Francisco. Peres, a
fellow Gascogne, apparently needed a foreman for
his Vasco rancho, and so Bordes walked the 60 miles
from San Francisco to the ranch around the south
end of San Francisco Bay. A local Irish-American
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farm girl, Mary Barnes, caught his eye. Family history and surviving letters attest to the fact that she,
too, “had set her eyes” on Sylvain, although her father disapproved of the hardworking vaquero because he was French. Nevertheless, the two were
married on December 19, 1878, and were one of
the few inter-ethnic couples in the Vasco. The
Bordeses eventually had 11 children, of whom 9
survived.
Sylvain and “Minnie” Bordes lived temporarily
in an adobe at the ranch site later known as French
Frank’s. Their first son, Jacques, was born there on
December 31, 1879. They then moved south in the
grant to the “Righter Place,” a wedding gift to them
from Louis Peres although unfortunately the deed
was never recorded. The ranch eventually passed
to Charles McLaughlin with the rest of Peres’s property. The Bordeses thus became long-term tenant
ranchers rather than landowners. The 1891 Contra
Costa County Tax Assessment indicates that they
were doing well and had acquired considerable live-

stock and farm equipment. Their personal property
was assessed for a total of $1,840.
By 1917, when Fred Mourterot worked at the
ranch, the Bordes Place was one of the most successful operations in the valley. Bordes leased close
to 4,000 acres, most of it east of Vasco Road and
south of Starr Ranch. Approximately 1,000 acres
were thrown-in rent free as this land, west of the
road, was “just solid rock,” but good enough for
running horses. Mourterot recalls that Bordes had
1,500 acres in hay and grain. He raised and sold
horses, with a herd of about 100 head that included
the Belgiums that pulled the 32-horse harvester
around the steep hills. The Bordeses operated one
of the area’s harvesting crews. A herd of 150 to
175 mixed breed cattle wore the N-C brand. The
cattle were driven to Livermore to be slaughtered
or were taken out of Livermore by rail.
Mourterot recalls that the Bordeses’ ranch
hands were paid $1.50 a day, plus room and board.
They ate with the family but slept in a bunkhouse.

The Bordes. Sylvain Bordes (left) and Mary Bordes (right) posed for these formal portraits, probably
in the 1870s when he was in his 30s and she was in her 20s. (Courtesy Franklyn Silva.)
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Bordes always paid in cash. “He had a buckskin
bag, with gold in it. He paid with gold. And when
you came down on Saturday night, you’d take five
dollars off [from] your wages.” The remainder was
paid off at the end of the season.
For a ranch so stock-wealthy, there is little evidence that capital was re-invested in architecture
or material comforts. As with other tenants, the
Bordeses lived in a one-story single-wall house papered with burlap. A brisk wind would find cracks
in the boards and “blow the paper loose.” The furniture was simple, the large dining table homemade.
The family had prescribed seating and Mrs. Bordes
sat “under her clock.”

By 1917 Sylvain Bordes was apparently enjoying his senior years. Each day he hitched up two
mismatched horses, “Punch” and “Judy,” and drove
them into town to drink wine with friends at
Demasses, a French-owned bar. His son Jack spoke
French, Spanish, and Portuguese. Undoubtedly
Sylvain also spoke several languages, as did many
other first- and second-generation farmers and
sheepherders in the area.
Sylvain Bordes died in 1918 and his wake, held
at the ranch house, was an event long remembered
by local residents. According to the Livermore Herald, the cortege that followed the casket to the cemetery was 2 miles in length, “the longest that has
ever been seen in this community.”
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OTHER PEOPLE’S BUSINESS: SOCIAL NETWORKING IN LOS VAQUEROS
The Los Vaqueros community of the early 20th
century was held together by a complex web of social connections that supported not only this group
of farming families, but each individual who participated in the community. The newborn infant sitting on Aunt Annie’s lap was playing just as active
a part in cementing community ties as did the squaredance caller who brought people together on Saturday night. Social networking through family relationships, communal activities, and lending a hand
to one’s neighbor is how people share themselves
and become part of an interdependent community.
How does one observe a social network in action—growing, changing, transforming itself? An
active people-watcher may want to implement a
strategy of field work that includes sitting in church,
visiting school classrooms, wrangling invitations to
all the weddings and funerals, in addition to attending every community dance or rummage sale. For
the armchair people watcher, however, there are
always the local newspapers. While sipping morning coffee in bathrobe and slippers, one can casually stroll through the local announcements and social columns, uncovering all sorts of informative
angles on the functioning of a social network.

“Doings” on the Vasco: Social Reporting
A general impression of the Los Vaqueros community network during its heyday between 1900 and
1935 can be had through a review of old issues of
the two major local newspapers that covered the
area: the Livermore Herald and the Byron Times.
Somewhere between the articles on how to treat hoof
and mouth disease, the latest fashions in ladies’ hats,
and advertisements for Constance Bennett’s rollicking new boudoir comedy are the social columns.
This section usually reports the “doings” of community residents, with a heavy emphasis on mentioning people by name (it’s nice that even the average and not-so-notorious can get their name in
the paper—at least once). Types of activities that
were regularly covered included things like who
made a trip to town, visited friends or relatives, or
participated in fraternal or community social events;
business dealings; attendance at private parties;

births, weddings, funerals; personal disasters such
as fires, illness, or accidents; home improvements;
automobile or livestock purchases; hospital visits;
and agricultural activities, such as the types,
amounts, and prices for crops, etc.
What can this type of information tell us about
a social network? One of the most obvious things
newspaper items can tell us is who the most visible
participants in the network were. Which individuals or groups appear at the core of activities, and
which show up occasionally or not at all? These
newspaper items are, of course, subjective observations that include only those individuals or families within the community who were considered
“newsworthy” by the reporter. Los Vaqueros’s most
newsworthy socialites were quite a multicultural
bunch—Portuguese, Basque, German, Italian and
Irish. The most socially visible core were represented by the family names of Cabral, Pimentel,
Bordes, Dario, Grueninger, Morchio, and
Armstrong.
How did the local papers regard the cultural
diversity of the Los Vaqueros community? Interestingly enough, although discrimination against many
ethnic minorities, including Portuguese and Italians,
is well documented in the history of immigrant
groups in California, no hint of this was noted in
the newspaper reports on community residents. Indeed, when individuals from these groups are mentioned, there is almost never any reference made to
their ethnicity. In rare instances when individuals
are identified by their ethnicity, the tone of such remarks is rather glowing and complementary, suggesting the immigrant’s contribution to the AngloAmerican standard in the ethics of hard work and
independence: “that’s your hard-working Italian for
you—,” and “our successful Portuguese sheep
rancher, Manuel Pimentel got top prices for . . . his
sheep.” It would appear that a certain amount of
economic success combined with long-term residence in the region imbued some families—regardless of ethnic origin—with a pioneer status highly
regarded by the larger surrounding community.
At the other end of the scale, there were Los
Vaqueros residents whose names seldom, if ever,
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Los Vaqueros Social Network Diagrammed. One way to begin to understand the structure
of a social network in a given community is to map all the relationships between people
mentioned in the local newspapers. The complex and chaotic nature of the Vasco network
is well illustrated in this handwritten working diagram that covers the years 1912-1919.
The original is approximately 2 × 3 feet! (Working diagram by Bright Eastman.)
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made the social columns of the newspapers. Several families lived in the hills surrounding the land
grant who, according to oral-history reports, “had
no money, lived on the goodwill of the neighbors,”
perhaps selling eggs for income. Other individuals
may have made important contributions to the community without catching the reporter’s attention:
sharing child-rearing or animal-husbandry advice,
providing moral support in times of loss, and other
such personal interactions that would not likely
make the social section.
From the social columns of the Byron Times
and Livermore Herald, one can also learn the nature of social interactions and kinds of social events

reporters thought their curious readers might want
to know. Reporters seemed to take special delight
in reporting on the social escapades of “the Bordes
girls, the prettiest girls on the Vasco,” and the lively
Mamie Cabral, who was often seen leaving town to
visit friends elsewhere. Most of the Vasco families
entertained, visited, and conducted business relations within their family and/or ethnic group. Reports on who was partying with whom indicate that
people tended to form groups that consistently partied together. These groups revolved around one of
the more socially visible families and their in-laws.
Another party pattern was represented by a general
ethnic mix of community members who socialized
with just about everybody.

The Advantages of Being Part of a Social
Network

Sharing Child Care. An invisible component of the Los
Vaqueros social network was undoubtedly forged in
moments like these. Mary Ferrario sits on an open Vasco
hillside with her small charges, Evelyn Bonfante and
friend. (Courtesy Mary Vallerga and Frances Cabral,
both née Bonfante .)

people on the Vasco enjoyed. After all, individuals
and families were not only worth mentioning by
local reporters because of their long-term settlement
in the area, their hard work at the church bazaar, or
the number of sheep they had headed for market.
Newsworthy subjects were also those people who
gave lively parties, danced, played music, had the
best costumes at the masquerade ball, and were
observed engaging in a variety of interesting social
activities. One can get a glimpse of the composition
of the network through lists of the names of party
guests, musicians, who hosted an event, and who
was the guest of honor. These were the sorts of things

Certain social networking patterns in Los Vaqueros can be viewed as strategic, in that they created a larger pool of resources for the landless tenant farmers who relied, to a great degree, on people
within their kinship group and immediate community for economic survival. Activities that were socially strategic might include visiting, forming business relationships, and staging community events.
Calling on ones friends, relatives, and in-laws was
an important networking strategy in Los Vaqueros.
Important information could be shared, plans could
be made, and help could be given and received by
members of the visitation networks. The female
members of the community were largely responsible
for maintaining the visitation network.
If visiting was the arena for participating in the
social network for Vasco women, business relationships seem to have been the province of the Vasco
men. Between 1902 and 1935, the Byron Times and
the Livermore Herald reported on many cooperative business ventures and economic relationships
among the Los Vaqueros males. Fathers and sons
farmed and ranched together on the grant, enlisting
the help of their brothers- and sons-in-law, uncles,
cousins, and neighbors. The strongest and most numerous of the business relationship groups existed
among the Portuguese constituents of the community. This type of intra-ethnic networking was a way
to build economic resources; a custom that was es-
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eries. Women also nursed the sick in their own families as well as in those of their neighbors.
Labor was sometimes exchanged between cowboys in the Black Hills and farmers on the Vasco.
Cowboys from the hills rode down to help with the
cattle round-ups, branding, and other ranching activities. John Gleese, known as the toughest cowboy ever to ride out of the Black Hills, was also a
deputy sheriff for a time. Reluctant to impede the
thriving bootlegging industry in the Hills during
Prohibition, Gleese would remind his neighbors to
keep their stills out of sight—as far as “the law”
was concerned, he hadn’t seen a thing.

Thick and Thin
Women Visiting. Neighbors gather on bales of hay at
the Fragulia ranch. (Courtesy Paul Fragulia and Marie
Bignone [née Fragulia].)

pecially pervasive among Portuguese immigrants in
California.33
Landmark occasions such as weddings were
also opportunities to make important social connections and expand one’s potential economic base. A
notable example of upscale social networking on
the Vasco was the Fragulia-Barbagelata wedding.
When Andrew Fragulia’s daughter Mary married
John Barbagelata, guests at the wedding and reception included members from almost all of the Vasco
family groups, in addition to many socially prominent people from nearby Byron and Livermore.
Other types of large community events, such as
kitchen or barn dances, were not only an opportunity to have fun, but to make a stand for community
interdependence.
Community self-help was customary in Los
Vaqueros. Community members report that bartering and exchanging services were ways in which
community members helped each other. Being a
“good neighbor” on the Vasco meant participating
in these mutually supportive activities with “no real
score keeping.”34 With no hospitals nearby and doctors some distance away, people on the Vasco had
to master some degree of medical skill. Some women
were experienced midwives and were called out in
the dark of night into the hills to aid in home deliv-

However geographically isolated the close-knit
community may have been, members were involved
in and affected by world events. When the United
States became involved in the First World War, 11
young men enlisted or were drafted for service in
the armed forces, and many of them saw combat.
One young woman of the community, Lottie Bordes,
served abroad during the war as a nurse. The Byron
Times also noted a total of 15 Vasco residents who
purchased war bonds, including parents of several
of the young soldiers. Even as the traumatic events
of the war touched the lives of the Vasco families,
the ravages of the Spanish Influenza pandemic in
1918 and 1919 did not spare this remote farming
community. Many were reported stricken with the
virus. Some were hospitalized and, tragically, some
died. The Rose family lost two of its young men—
first cousins—within a week of each other. More
enjoyable events also drew Vasco residents out into
the exciting, fast-paced world of early 20th-century
technology, when many residents visited the
Panama/Pacific International Exposition in San
Francisco during the year 1915.
To what degree was the social-networking system in Los Vaqueros typical of those maintained by
other farming communities in northern and central
California during the early 20th century? In many
ways it must have been as unique an entity as the
individuals who were a part of it. In other ways, the
networking system in Los Vaqueros may have been
one of many such social systems that arose in response to similar economic and social conditions in
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agricultural communities throughout California. At
a time when farming and ranching were major components of the state’s economy, opportunities for
foreign immigrants and westward-migrating AngloAmericans brought people together in multicultural
settings like the Vasco. By participating in family

and community activities, the people who lived and
worked in the Los Vaqueros region were able to
create an effective system of mutual support. Although conflict and tensions most certainly existed,
a shared desire to succeed on this land fostered a
spirit of cooperation among its inhabitants, weaving them into a multicolored fabric of “place.”
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A MOST PUBLIC-SPIRITED LADY: MARY CROCKER
Born Mary Virginia Ives, the heir to the
McLaughlin estate was the daughter of a physician
who lived in the little town of Volcano, in the heart
of the Amador County gold country. When her father died unexpectedly in 1873, 4-year-old Mary
was adopted by Charles McLaughlin and his wife,
who had lost their only child—a 7-year-old girl—
three years earlier.35 Mary’s mother was alive until
1913, and Mary’s relationship to the McLaughlins
was variously described as “niece,” “adopted
daughter,” and “foster child.” It could be that her
father’s estate was too strained to provide a proper

social upbringing for her and her several siblings.
If this was the case, the children had been “farmed
out” to various relatives; a more elegant phrase
would apply here, however, since little Mary went
to live at the Palace Hotel in San Francisco. Mary’s
upbringing would have included training in the right
schools; perhaps her share of the foreign travels the
McLaughlins enjoyed; and full exposure to how one
behaves in polite society.
Mary was being reared to marry into a good
family. As it turned out, she made an alliance with
a nephew of one of McLaughlin’s favorite foes—

“Speeder Kills Society Matrons.” So went the headline in the San Francisco Chronicle of June 27, 1929, announcing
the untimely death of Mary Crocker. Rivaling the voyeurism of today’s tabloids, this inset provides details of the
tragic event; Mary Crocker is pictured in the upper right.
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Charles Crocker of the Central Pacific’s Big Four.
In April 1889, one year after Kate McLaughlin’s
death, Mary was married in San Francisco before
two thousand guests to banker Henry J. Crocker. It
was reported that her adopted mother’s recent demise had “prevented her in a measure from entering fully into the gaieties of social life here.”36 With
Kate McLaughlin’s death, Mary and her cousin Kate
Dillon Winship had received nearly all of the 4million-dollar estate—worth many times that figure in 1990s dollars.
The story so far might read like the classic “Poor
Little Rich Girl”—the tale of a young person
wealthy by material standards but bereft of all other
assets. In fact, Mary Ives Crocker may have led a
quite satisfying life. She stayed in touch with her
siblings, had two sons and two daughters and enjoyed her grandchildren, shared in her husband’s
business interests, and relaxed with him on a “dude
ranch” they maintained in the uplands of northern
Sonoma County. Among the “jewelry, trinkets, and
keepsakes” she kept in a safe-deposit box at her
husband’s bank were a number of diamond, ruby,
and pearl items shaped as butterflies and crescents
and even a lorgnette, that wonderfully dated signature of a lady of means. There was also a “California Bear scarf pin” and “1 Shriner’s ring,”37 suggestive of her sportier side.
The Byron Times booster editions throughout
the 1910s and 1920s were ready to claim Los
Vaqueros’s association with Mary Ives Crocker. The
Crocker-Winship interests were handled out of San
Francisco, where the company maintained “commodious headquarters.” Henry Crocker, who had

been actively involved in his wife’s landholdings
and a promoter of subdividing Delta and adjacent
lands, died in 1912. While Mary Crocker was repeatedly praised by the Byron Times for her involvement in her Contra Costa lands, it is unlikely that
she spent any time on the grant. Financial matters
were handled at “headquarters,” while mundane
operations were overseen for several decades by
Charles Lamberton, her genial land manager, fondly
remembered by tenants for his understanding ways.
Although former residents recalled that “the Crocker
estate was mentioned all the time,” no direct contact with the Crockers was remembered.
Mary Crocker’s life was abruptly ended in June
1929. Returning from a luncheon, Mrs. Crocker’s
chauffeur-driven limousine was hit by a roadster
driven by a drunk driver; also killed were two other
socially prominent women. The brutality of the accident and the prominence of the victims resulted in
front-page headlines and several follow-up stories.38
Mrs. Crocker, age 60 at her death, was particularly
remembered for her philanthropic work, including
funding an addition to the Stanford Home for Convalescent Children and a 20-bed unit to Stanford
Hospital. Just before her death, the Byron Times
had praised her as a prime mover in many development projects and as a “most public spirited
woman.”39 Perhaps also attesting to the goodspiritedness of Mary Crocker, her estate was not
given over to one or two people but spread out
among a wide range of family and friends. Among
those she remembered—handsomely, in the amount
of $15,000—was Charles Lamberton, the manager
of her tenant holdings. It is to Mary Crocker’s credit
that she acknowledged his good heart.
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FARM WOMEN AND CHILDREN
The proverb “A woman’s work is never done”
was undoubtedly first uttered by a farm wife. Although the chatty social notes of the Byron Times
portray a public, idealized picture of women’s social lives, the private image of the Vasco farm wife
could be quite different. Experiences certainly varied from family to family, but consistently women
worked hard for farm and family.

Women’s Work
Mary Vallerga (née Bonfante) summarized her
daily routine as a newlywed: She would make breakfast, feed the chickens and the lambs on the bottle,
milk the cows, walk up a mile to pump water down
to the house, cook lunch and dinner over a wood
stove, wash clothes by hand, and water the cattle.
“That was my college!”40
Even the women in the Bordes family—well
off in comparison to most of their neighbors—engendered the concern of at least one sympathetic
nephew:
At times I wondered whether I could adjust to
life there during the winter season, and felt great

sympathy for the women. No radio, infrequent
trips into Livermore, little contact socially,
kerosene lamps of the simple wick type with
their yellowish light—very little difference
from centuries past. [Yet] I don’t remember any
complaints falling on my ears. They did have
a piano.41

During this era there were no presidential mandates guaranteeing new mothers a two-day hospital stay. One German American man recalled, dryly,
that the only help his grandmother could expect from
her husband at childbirth was that he would tie the
cow to the back door of the house, so that she need
not walk up to the barn at milking time. And two
sisters of Italian American descent remembered that
the day following the birth of their brother, their
mother got up out of bed, went to round up the cows
for milking, and then proceeded to cook dinner for
the harvesting crew. The new baby was rocked to
sleep in a macaroni box filled with straw.
In contrast to oral histories collected from other
rural and urban working-class women, there seems
to have been precious little time for women in the

Angela Bonfante Driving a Hay Mower. Women worked like women—cooking,
gardening, and giving birth—but many of them also worked “like men,” not only
because of economic necessity but because it was expected of them. (Courtesy Mary
Vallerga and Frances Cabral [both née Bonfante].)
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Vasco to gather together to quilt, embroider, and
exchange news. But at home they always found time
to do the family sewing: they sewed their children’s
clothing and might edge their daughters’ flour-sack
undergarments with a little lace. Mrs. Bonfante’s
sewing kit included at least two sizes of scissors, a
small sad iron, and a thimble.

Sewing Implements. Some of the artifacts that we most
commonly associate with women are implements used
for sewing. These scissors, sad iron, and thimble were
excavated from a cellarhole at the Bonfante site.

As in other American farm households, Vasco
mothers controlled their “egg money.” Eggs (or
chickens or cream) were sold or traded in town and
the profits were quickly applied toward new shoes
for the children. Most food was made from scratch
and some of it was canned at home in Mason jars.
But the farm wives were far from isolated or “selfsufficient.” Food that wasn’t produced on the farm
was purchased in town on periodic shopping trips.
Mrs. Bonfante, for example, stocked her larder with
commercially butchered pork, tin cans of food, soda
pop, and the latest in matching table wares.42
The hard-packed adobe soil was unforgiving,
and most women had to rely on fruit and vegetables
that they put up from their annual outings to Delta
ranches. Emelia Crosslin (née Grueninger), born in
the Vasco in 1893, remembered that her mother
didn’t have luck growing anything in that soil
there at all. I know she tried, but she couldn’t.
So every fall they’d go to [an area] between

Byron and Stockton. And they’d buy five or
six sacks of potatoes. And they bought a sack
of beans and a sack of . . . onions to do us the
winter. So we ate a lot of beans and potatoes
[chuckles]. And they raised a lot of pork.
They’d cure their own meats . . . she made sausages of all kinds . . . And she made a lot of
cottage cheese; we had to eat a lot of cottage
cheese in those days.

Some women, like Henrietta Grueninger and
Elisa Robles, were gifted midwives and healers.
Mrs. Grueninger delivered all of her neighbor’s 12
children and was gratefully referred to as “that old
stork” by the local physician.
If the lot of a married woman was one of hard
work and little ease, the situation for a widow was
even more precarious. Following the death of her
husband, Pierre, Annie Pitau (née Bordes) and her
four children were taken in by her maternal grandmother. Lucy Rooney (née Bordes), however, was
more or less on her own when her husband died in
the influenza epidemic of 1918. For four years she
milked cows at her parents’ ranch to pay for her
children’s room and board. Lucy then purchased a
40-acre farm outside of the grant with money she
inherited from her husband’s father. She and her
family worked the place alone and raised sheep,
cattle, and chickens, and sold cream in town. Several suitors courted the young widow, and she
shrewdly put them to work. Only one of her sons,
Sylvain, was old enough to do heavy labor, and he
worked 12-hour days between the home place and
his job as a field hand on a local farm. Sylvain
Rooney grew up devoted to his mother and supported
her in later years.
But if these ranch women worked hard they also
enjoyed some of the liberties of life in the West. As
in Spanish California, women could be expert riders. Even young girls in the Vasco thought nothing
of riding bareback across the hills. Bertie Dario (née
Bordes) in particular was respected for her prowess with both horse and whip. Bertie’s daughter,
Elizabeth Schwartzler (née Dario) remembers that
her mother rode in the first Livermore Rodeo parade.
Music provided an important outlet for many
women. Most of the Bordes women played an instrument, and several other descendants recalled that
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their mothers sang. In early years one woman, Mabel
Christensen, regularly played for the Saturday-night
dances.

Work Time, Play Time
Children on these tenant ranches were also expected to work hard. The family functioned as an economic as well as a social unit, and children represented an important labor force. It is not too surprising then that many of the people interviewed stressed
the work they did as kids, rather than the games they
played. As John Vallerga quipped: “I worked ever
since I could reach the teats on a cow!”
Tasks were usually gender specific: thus most
families identified girls’ work versus boys’ work.
As an example, on the Grueninger ranch it was the
girls’ job to pump the trough full of water for the
horses and the cows, and “it seemed that they could
just drink that water as fast as we could pump it!”
The girls also milked the cows, gathered eggs, fed
the pigs, and brought in the kindling for the wood
stove. The boys helped their father with the general
farm work. At holiday time all of the children lined
up in one of the outbuildings to dress the turkeys
that the Grueningers shipped to the city.
But Vasco children also got the chance to be
playful: in summertime, even though chores needed
to be done, there was time enough to wade through
the water in Kellogg Creek, catch polliwogs and

turtles, and play traditional games. Emelia Crosslin
(née Grueninger) remembers that she and her siblings preferred to play at the home of their neighbors as the Barkleys were cheerfully permissive:
We’d go to the Barkleys and we could just tear
things up [laughter]. We could climb through
the windows, and hide under the beds or anyplace that we wanted to play hide-and-seek.
And we used to play Auntie Over [Annie Annie
Over] . . . at the barn. And Mr. and Mrs. Barkley
would sit on the porch and they would just root
for us; have just as much fun as we were having.

Commercially produced toys were not common,
but there was plenty to do: “We had to make our
own play. We didn’t have the toys like kids have
today, you know. We used to make mud pies and
put them up on the roof to dry. And we’d sell them
to the one that played bakery, or store.” The toys
that the children did have included guns and dolls.
And, of course, the landscape itself provided powerful stimulation for childhood imagination. Mrs.
Crosslin remembered,
we used to have a blackboard out on our back
porch. You know I was playing out there, drawing pictures. Was a thunder storm come up.
And I said [to my dad] “What is that?” And he
said, ”Oh, that’s the devils dancing on top of
Mount Diablo!” And to this day I can remember that.

Toys. Although Vasco homes may not have been overflowing with commercially produced toys, the children were
not bereft of playthings. In addition to the many opportunities for play afforded by the landscape itself, manufactured
toys were part of farm children’s lives. Two toy guns (left) were found by archaeologists at the Perata/Bonfante site,
and the remains of at least two porcelain dolls (right) were recovered from the Weymouth/Rose site.
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Friends Forever
Education was highly valued among the farmers and ranchers at Los Vaqueros. As one tenant
put it: “Yeah, but the old timers, they left misery
over there in Italy and they come over here. They’re
looking for a better life. And they wanted their children to learn.” In 1885, in an effort to keep tenants
on the grant, the estate of Charles McLaughlin built
a schoolhouse and petitioned the county to establish a school district. From then until 1936, local
children attended their own school in an open classroom with grades one through eight. Following
graduation, students continued their education at
Brentwood.
The school itself was rudimentary: the teacher
also functioned as the janitor and on occasion had
to split wood for the stove. Children remember that
the well had no pump, so they had to pull buckets up
by hand. Sometimes the well ran dry and the children
had to bring their own water in bottles, which they
would fill at the Perata’s spring up the road.
Relationships among Vasco families were often forged at school where children from all the over

grant were brought together. Some of the friendships were carried on into later life, but were perhaps never again as ingenuous as the school-girl
sentiments expressed in Emelia Grueninger’s 1904
autograph book. Rose Fragulia must have been a
special friend:
Dear Emelia,
There is a golden cord
which binds two hearts together.
And if that cord is never broken
you and I are friends forever
Your sincere Friend,
Rose Fragolio [sic], March 16, 1904

As in many rural areas, the school also served
as a focal point for the community. Dances with live
music or, later on, phonograph records brought families together in a neutral, public space. And as in
“Starkley,” the California town studied by historian Elvin Hatch, when the Vasco school closed
(circa 1936), “the community soon ceased to exist
as a distinct entity with a social life of its own.”43
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JOHN BONFANTE’S BLACKSMITH SHOP
Out on the Vasco among the ranchers who
farmed and the farmers who ranched, most of the
Los Vaqueros agriculturalists had to be jacks of
many trades. Even though there was a strong sense
of community and sharing among the tenants on the
Vasco and the homesteaders in the Black Hills, each
family had to be prepared to provide for itself. A
farmer in the early 1900s had to possess some
knowledge of blacksmithing to keep the horses shoed
and the wagons, mowers, and carriages in working
order. And even if the farmer was not an expert
craftsman, he needed to maintain a place for a visiting smith to work.
The Bonfante family ranch at the southern end
of the Kellogg Creek Valley was equipped with a
small blacksmith shop, which Los Vaqueros Project
archaeologists excavated in 1995.44 Such a shop was
usually not just a place to forge metal. It served as a
multi-purpose workshop that accommodated not

330 , 331 = scrap metal

315 = bottle cache

338 = slag heap

327 = workbench tools, wall boards

323 , 324 , 322 = forge area

339 = coal pile

only blacksmithing—shoeing horses, repairing
tools, and fabricating latches or replacement machine parts—but also leather working and socializing. The shop was usually considered the men’s
domain, but even little girls ventured in there once
in awhile, enough to tell the archaeologists something about their father’s shop, anyway.

The Anatomy of a Blacksmith Shop
There was not a lot of flexibility in how a blacksmith shop was laid out, and there were certain elements that all of them had to have.45 Every shop had
a work area where the forge, anvil, bellows, quenching tub, and workbench were all in close proximity
to one another. On the other hand, the storage area—
where fuel, extra tools, and raw stock were kept—
could be somewhat removed. The refuse pile, where
the smith discarded the scrap metal and slag, could
likewise be anywhere out of the way. Many shops

Archaeological Map of the Blacksmith Shop. Archaeologists thoroughly mapped all of the artifacts and structural
remains they uncovered at John Bonfante’s blacksmith shop. In spite of the fact that the building and most of the
equipment were completely gone, the distribution of artifacts revealed much about how the shop was laid out.
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also had a domestic area where the smith took his
meals or socialized with visitors.
When the archaeologists excavated Mr.
Bonfante’s shop in 1995, there was really very little
of it left. The building itself had been removed years
before, and most of the equipment was gone. What
remained was lots of artifacts, mostly metal, that
had stayed pretty much in their original positions.
So even though no forge, anvil, bellows, quenching
tub, workbench, or coal bin survived, the archaeologists were able to discern how the shop was laid
out.
The Bonfante’s shop was built on a hillside and
was terraced in two levels. Remnants of boards and
a few posts suggested that the upper terrace was
enclosed, while the lower terrace was covered with
a lean-to. The blacksmithing was done in the enclosed part of the shop on the upper terrace. The
lower terrace may have had a shed roof with open
sides where animals were brought in to be shoed
and where harnesses needing repair were hung on
the shop’s outside wall.
A parallel alignment of stones on the upper terrace was probably all that was left of a forge base
or perhaps support for an anvil stand. Tongs and a
hammer heads—hot-metal tools used most fre-

quently in the vicinity of the forge and the anvil—
were found flanking these stones.
The workbench, another component of the work
area, was probably located across the narrow shop
from the forge. Files and an adjustable wrench were
found there. Files were commonly used on cold
metal, while an adjustable wrench could be used
with a vise to twist hot metal; both operations usually occurred at the workbench, which should be at
least 4 or 5 feet removed from the forge and anvil.
The workbench was often home to the smallest hardware and paraphernalia that collected in the blacksmith shop, and this in fact was where a broad array of bolts, nuts, spikes, hooks, chain links, rods,
and nails was found.
John Bonfante’s workbench was probably set
against the wall of the shop: many of the artifacts
associated with it were actually found on the lower
terrace where they landed when the wall fell. Indeed, boards from the wall itself were found among
a great array of artifacts on the lower terrace, which
were undoubtedly the remains of objects that had
once hung on either side of the wall.
The refuse area was outside the shop where
heaps of scrap metal and discarded hardware were
found. There was probably a window behind the

Blacksmithing Tools. Tools like these provided clues about the layout of John Bonfante’s blacksmith shop since they
would have been used in different areas. The tongs (top) are probably a type called “hollow-bit” or “bolt” tongs particularly
useful for holding round stock such as rods over the forge and on the anvil. Both hammers (bottom left) are “straightpeens,” designed to spread hot metal sideways when pounded on the anvil. The adjustable wrench (bottom right) was
probably used to twist hot metal in a vise mounted on the workbench. (Drawings by A. Richard Wolter.)
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forge because nearby, on the opposite side of a board
that was probably the wall, was a pile of slag (forge
residue) that conformed to the corner of the building. The smith probably threw the residue right out
the window when he had to clear out the forge.
The storage area was not well defined, and may
not have been a discrete area. The largest cache of
coal was found on the lower terrace in an L-shaped
configuration that suggested the edge of a box or
bin, so perhaps that is where John Bonfante stored
his fuel.

“That Thing That Puffed”
John Bonfante’s blacksmith shop was definitely
the domain of grown men. It did not figure big in
the memories of the Bonfante sisters—Frances
Vallerga, Mary Cabral, and Evelyn Sod—when they
were interviewed in the 1990s46: as Mrs. Cabral said,
“Well, I know there was a little blacksmith shop
there because they used to shoe the horses. . . . They
shoed the horses and I don’t know what they had in
there. But then we never had time to go [in
there] . . .” Her understanding of what went on in
the shop was vague at best:
Well, sometimes there was irons that was broken and they’d heat up the horses shoes, heat
them up and put them on the horses. And they
do all kinds of things like that. But sometimes
there was an iron, you had to put it together.

But the shop was still part of their lives and
memories, and they filled in details of the operation
that could not be discerned from the archaeology.
Mrs. Cabral remembered clearly that the forge’s fire
was flamed with a big bellows (“. . . that thing that
puffed, you know, the air to make it get hot”). She
also remembered that the shop was a closed building with a door for an entrance. Mr. Bonfante used
the shop to shoe horses, but apparently had help
from one or two intermittent workers to do other
smithing and to assist him during the summer, “when
they’re shoeing the horses” in earnest. At least one
of the helpers also used the shop to mend horse harnesses; Fermin Valenzuela was mentioned as working at the shop, and considering his skill with horses,
perhaps this was his job.

The Izzer Was No Wazzer
Artifacts were really the key to understanding
the workings of John Bonfante’s blacksmith shop,
and the archaeologists found plenty of them. What
the artifacts conveyed most eloquently was the multiplicity of activities that went on in the blacksmith
shop.
Shoeing of horses was certainly one of the main
functions of the shop. Archaeologists found 25 shoes
of varying sizes that were probably from both draft
and mount horses. But there were also pieces of
agricultural machinery, wagon parts, team hardware,
woodworking and mechanics’ tools, and lots of
structural hardware: clearly the blacksmith shop was
used for the repair and fabrication of all manner of
household, livestock, and farming items. On the
other hand, very little if any unmodified, raw stock
was found at John Bonfante’s blacksmith shop, suggesting that he and his smith relied on reusing old
scrap for their repairs.
At one time or another John Bonfante had his
buggy in the shop to repair it; perhaps he was replacing a step, fixing a broken spring, or welding a
break in a metal strut. Whatever he was doing, he
lost the buggy’s name plate, which ended up in his
pile of refuse. The name plate identified the buggy
as “The Izzer,” manufactured by none other than
the Studebaker Brothers of South Bend, Indiana.
The curious name, which was applied to a whole
line of buggies, supposedly originated thus:
One of the Studebaker brothers, at a County
fair where they had an exhibit, was trying to
sell a farmer a Studebaker buggy. He had used
the word “was” several times during his sales
pitch, “the box was well made,” “the seat was
well upholstered,” etc. The farmer finally said
he wanted an izzer not a wazzer. Mr.
Studebaker was so taken with this remark that
thereafter some of the Studebaker buggys were
called “Izzers.”47

There was also an enormous quantity of harness and bridle material, suggesting that leather was
repaired in the shop as well. Many of the pieces
showed signs of mending with rivets or added layers of leather. One whole bridle with blinders was
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“The Izzer.” The discovery of this curious name plate (left) in a refuse pile at the blacksmith shop prompted further
investigations. Equipped with knowledge that there is a museum, historical archive, or trade association for almost
every major product made in the United States, it did not take long to find the Studebaker National Museum in
South Bend. The archivist there searched their collection of catalogs and found this advertisement (right). (Drawing
by A. Richard Wolter; Advertisement reproduced from Studebaker Brothers Manufacturing Co. 1900.)

found that matched almost exactly the bridle in a
historic photograph of Mrs. Bonfante driving a pair
of horses.
There were also many artifacts that told the archaeologists about the smithing process itself. Forge
fuel—small pieces of lignite coal—was found throughout the shop. The coal was friable and filled with impurities, and was probably a low-grade type mined
from the flanks of Mount Diablo in eastern Contra
Costa County. Forge residue—a conglomerate of partially used fuel and natural impurities, called slag—
was found outside the shop, near the forge. The slag
appeared to have been discarded long before its total
fuel value had been used.
Several of the tools Mr. Bonfante or his blacksmith used were found as well. There were at least
three pairs of tongs, two hammer heads, two adjustable wrenches, at least five tanged files, and a
chisel.48 A single fragment of yellow firebrick and
a piece of a manifold were the only likely remains
of the forge itself.

Beer on Whiskey, Very Frisky
John Bonfante used a corner of his shop to
stockpile empty bottles. Archaeologists excavated
the broken remains of his “cache” and found more

than 70 containers, 11 of which were still whole.
Near the pile of bottles was other refuse that included some food remains (bones; almond, peach,
and squash seeds; a coconut shell; and food containers), lots of leather strap, and bits of a plate or
two. This was undoubtedly the social center of John
Bonfante’s blacksmith shop, and, being close to the
fire, perhaps the spot where Fermin Valenzuela sat
to repair harnesses during the cold winter months.
Whoever supplied the bottles for the stockpile
was definitely not drinking soda pop. The cache
contained at least 54 alcohol bottles for beer, bourbon, gin, and whiskey. A curious container was a
Chinese brown glazed stoneware rice-wine bottle
that attests, perhaps, to the drinker’s catholic taste
in liquor. Clearly, this habit was not without side
effects: in addition to the liquor bottles there were
14 medicine bottles, most of which were stomach
remedies. These included soothing milk of magnesia in distinctive cobalt blue bottles (in a giant size)
and a bit of the hair of the dog: 78-proof stomach
bitters manufactured by an Italian firm, FernetBranca.
All of the bottles that could be securely dated
were manufactured just before Prohibition; but the
Bonfante’s lived at the site well into the 1920s. John
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Bottle “Cache.” Surprisingly, many of the bottles found in this pile in the
corner the blacksmith shop stayed whole for nearly 70 years after the
Bonfantes moved away. Archaeologists uncovered the “cache” of more than
70 containers under just a few inches of soil on a hillside trod by grazing
cattle!

Bonfante was either saving the bottles, hiding them
from his wife and children, or maybe a bit of both.
It is particularly curious that in all the other places
that the archaeologists found refuse at the Bonfante
site, there were no alcohol bottles.
Well into the 20th century, and particularly
during Prohibition, there was a booming business
in second-hand liquor bottles.49 It seems unlikely
that John Bonfante would not have cashed in on
this opportunity unless he had a better use for his
stockpile. We know that John Bonfante made his
own wine, which he stored in a cellar he had dug
next to the house; perhaps he collected the old containers to bottle his own product.

Helping Hands
John Bonfante, like many of the farmers living
at Los Vaqueros before the second World War, maintained a blacksmith shop to shoe his horses and make
simple repairs when necessary. But, not a blacksmith by trade, he relied on the services of a professional who traveled from ranch to ranch, and, according to Mary Cabral, would “carry all his stuff

on his back.” Paul Fragulia remembered the same
thing on his family’s ranch: “This blacksmith would
come in every year, every springtime around, just
before the summer come in, and he’d stay right at
the ranch until he got them all shod.”
And then there was the harness maker who,
according to Evelyn Sod and Mary Vallerga, would
come “during the wintertime”; he would “come to
our ranch, he went to the Bordes Ranch, he went to
the Fragulia Ranch, he went to all them ranches to
fix the harness.” Perhaps this is who sat by the fire
and discarded of his leather scrap near the bottle
cache.
Even in the realm of work, then, the Vasco agriculturalists were not solitary. It is easy to imagine
that helping hands were not all that the visiting
blacksmith and harness maker provided. Moving
from ranch to ranch as they did, they undoubtedly
passed along local news and offered male companionship to the isolated farmers. At John Bonfante’s
place, they may have even enjoyed a drink away
from the watchful eyes of the family.
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BOCCE TO BASEBALL:
FOLKLIFE AND ETHNICITY IN THE VASCO
To what extent did the immigrant farm families
of the Vasco continue to be “Italian” or “German”
versus becoming “American?” What traditions did
they retain and how quickly did they accommodate
to the values and cultural practices of their adopted
country? These questions, although central to a study
such as this, are surprisingly complex and turn on
our often fallacious assumptions about nationalism
and ethnicity.
For example, “Italians” are often thought of as
a monolithic ethnic group who share a common cultural heritage. Italy, however, was not a unified country until 1861 and as a consequence Italian immigrants in the 19th and early 20th centuries did not
think of themselves as Italian at all but rather as
paesan from a particular region or town, as Barese
or Calabresi, as examples. The Fragulias made the
hilly terrain of their Vasco tenant ranch profitable
because they were “Genovese,” not because they
were “Italian.” In America, social networks, marriage, and accessibility to jobs were often tied to
this regional affiliation.
In a similar vein Greeks initially socialized
among patrioti, and Portuguese-Azoreans identified
most closely with others from their island of origin.
Because these various regional identities were meaningless to Americans, new ethno-national categories were created. Thus “Italians” and then “Italian
Americans” gradually came into being. To some
extent, ethnicity and identity based on one’s national
origin were “invented” here. So even though census records may have counted “German” or “Mexican” households, we should ask how groups thought
of themselves.50

Ethnic Ties
Looking at the Vasco, and with these qualifications aside, we see that first and second-generation
families did indeed hold onto and express an identity that was based on ethnic ties. Although there
was inter-ethnic mixing at some levels, people generally socialized along lines of ethnic affiliation. As
Paul Fragulia recalls, “They’d stay more or less in
their own [group]. The Portuguese stayed more on

their own side and the Italian was the same way.
The Germans was the same way. They very seldom
intermarried.”51 For example, of the four families
profiled in a previous essay, only the French emigrant Sylvain Bordes “married out” when he courted
a local Irish-American farm girl, Minnie Barnes.
And, in fact, Mr. Barnes initially opposed the union
because of Sylvain’s heritage.
Census data and oral-history interviews indicate that most farmers recruited hired help from their
native group; social networks were also initially
constructed within the ethnic group. Sylvain Bordes
rode into town each day to socialize and drink wine
at the French-owned saloon, Damasse’s. The
Grueningers first heard about available public land
in the Vasco through a local German family, the
Heizers. Azorean-born Frank N. Cabral almost
exclusively hired fellow countrymen to shepherd his
extensive flocks of sheep.

Fiddle Tunes and Polka Dances
During excavations, Los Vaqueros Project archaeologists found few ethnically distinct artifacts
as they patiently sifted through broken machine parts
and pottery sherds. Clearly most Vasco farmers purchased standard “American” goods at stores in
Livermore and Byron or perhaps through mail-order catalogs. Itinerant peddlers also went from ranch
to ranch. But much of a group’s traditional expressive culture or “folklife” is ephemeral and intangible and leaves little or no trace in the archaeological and historical record. How do you dig up a
fiddle tune, a polka dance, or a proverb?
So although Vasco families may have bought
similar inexpensive white ironstone dishes from the
local store, the food that they served on these dishes
was remarkably different from household to household. Women baked their own bread, canned their
own food, and cured their own meat, thus making it
easy to maintain traditional foodways.52
Italians made noodles for pasta, Portuguese
prepared their own spiced sausage, and Germans
put up barrels of herring fish. The Italian families
along with “French Frank” made wine each year.
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As Paul Fragulia quipped, “Yeah, we made our own
wine. Mother made our own cheese. And chickens
laid all their own eggs! [laughter].” Food was important in maintaining inter-ethnic ties as well.
Neighbors were essential at harvesting and in times
of crisis, and reciprocal exchanges of food helped
to maintain these important social and economic ties.
Emelia Crosslin (née Grueninger), born in the Vasco
in 1893, recalls that her mother made deep-fried
doughnuts, a traditional German delicacy:
And oh, she made the best raised doughnuts
there was. And I know she used to spread a
big sheet out on the table, and she’d put the
doughnuts [there], let them rise, bake ‘em, and
dip them in sugar. . . . And oh, they were so
good. And I think ‘bout every time she baked
doughnuts, she says she thought that the
Barkleys could smell them, because here a
bunch of kids come. [Laughter] And she’d always try to send a bagful home, to take to their
mother, but I don’t know whether they ever got
home [or not].

The Grueningers also regularly exchanged gifts
of meat with their neighbors: “I don’t ever remember my folks ever butchering a beef. It was always
hogs. But now Barkleys would butcher a beef once
in a while. And I could remember Mr. Barkley coming over carrying probably almost a quarter piece
of beef on his shoulders. He gave it to my folks.
And then they’d give him some, you know, when
they’d butcher.”
Foodways are a private and safe way to express ethnic and cultural values. Language is another way to privately hold onto one’s heritage. Most
children raised in immigrant households in the Vasco
reported that they spoke little or no “American”
before they entered school. John Vallerga, born at
his parent’s county-line ranch, remembers that on
his first day at the Vasco School the teacher asked
him to read from The Little Red Hen. When he answered “Me no can do,” she turned to him and said
derisively, “I’ve got another foreigner!”
Because of the multi-ethnic work force, many
immigrants became polyglots by necessity. When
Fred Mourterot’s father arrived from France he
spoke no English whatsoever. He began to herd
sheep for his future father-in-law, French-born Joseph Blondin. In the process he learned to speak

Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese from the other
sheepherders. He then purchased an English-French
phrase book at a local drugstore and taught himself
to speak English. “He spoke five languages fluently
when he died.” Although the Mourterots spoke
French among themselves, “if there was anybody
around we spoke the American language.” Pete
Dario and “Brother” Bordes, both Vasco-born, were
also facile in several languages as well as fluent in
French.

Boundaries
Some cultural traditions were publicly expressed and helped to maintain clear boundaries
between groups. In the hotly contested discussion
about “ethnicity,” most researchers agree with the
Norwegian anthropologist Fredrik Barth that ethnicity is primarily negotiated and signaled at boundaries. Thus it is the boundary that defines the group,
“not the cultural stuff it encloses.”

Holy Ghost Court, Livermore. Local children dress as
queen and court for a Holy Ghost festa around 1930.
The participants are (from left to right) Caroline Mello,
Madeline Caldera, Ernie Basso (son of former Vasco
residents, Steve and Emma Basso), an unknown person,
and Dorothy Olivera. (Courtesy Ernie Basso.)
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The Italian game of bocce (somewhat akin to
lawn bowling) figured prominently in the social lives
of local Italian-born men and their sons. The bocce
court, whether at French Frank’s in the Vasco or at
the back of one of the Italian-owned saloons in
Livermore, provided a familiar (and one might add)
gender-exclusive landscape. Thus it was a place for
guys to go to play bocce, drink wine, gamble, and
play cards.
The local Portuguese-Azorean community also
kept up its cultural heritage through chamarittas
(dances) and the profoundly religious observance
of the Holy Ghost festa. This highly public event
drew spectators from near and far, and, along with
the Livermore rodeo and parade, constituted one of
the few major outings for many Vasco farm families. The Livermore festa was sponsored by the local branch of the Portuguese-American fraternal
society the I.D.E.S. (Irmandade do Divino Espirito
Santo). The celebration was held at the Holy Ghost
Grounds, now the Eagles Hall, and included a procession to and from church by the queen and her
attendants, a dance, fireworks, and a communal meal
of sopa, a meat broth served over French bread.
According to folk legend the festival originated with
Saint Isabel, queen of Portugal from 1295 to 1322,
who miraculously turned roses into bread to feed
her starving people. The festival is now only celebrated in the Azores and by Azorean immigrant
communities, but apparently was once widespread
throughout Europe. Of interest is the fact that second- and even third-generation “Portuguese” in and
around the Vasco participated in the annual event.53

though in actuality it was a mix of Irish, Mexican,
and Anglo-American folk tunes, tin-pan-alley songs,
and popular melodies. Johnny Stanley and Pete
Christensen, a fiddle-and-guitar duo, often played
for dances in the teens. And the squares, round
dances, waltzes, and two-steps would have been
familiar to folks in other rural areas of the country
at the time.
Italian men played bocce but they also played
baseball and pitched horseshoes. And seasonal
events that also functioned as rites of passage, such
as harvesting and round-ups, usually culminated in
a western-style barbecue for workers and neighbors.
Over the years ethnic traditions gradually gave way
to this broader farming and ranching culture, with
its attendant skills, lexicon, and values. Several local residents became adept rodeo riders. To this day,
however, many former residents of the Vasco and
their descendants, particularly those of Italian and
Azorean descent, also continue to think of themselves as ethnic Americans.

Shared Culture
Although Vasco farm families continued to
speak their native language, cook traditional foods,
and preferably marry within their group, they also
participated in a ranching culture which was decidedly “American” in character. Saturday-night
dances, held in a farmhouse kitchen, a granary, or
at Vasco School, contributed to community identity
and social cohesion. The music varied over the years
but was usually homespun and “American,” al-

Baseball at the Fragulias. Italian families gather at the
Fragulia’s Vasco ranch to play a friendly game of
“American” baseball. (Courtesy Paul Fragulia and
Marie Bignone [née Fragulia].)
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SOCIAL EVENTS IN LOS VAQUEROS:
RITUALS OF TRANSITION, SOLIDARITY, AND TOGETHERNESS
When Alice Coats stood before the mirror on
her wedding day in her white bridal gown, she may
have trembled with excitement, happiness, and possibly a little anxiety. Her life would never be the
same after this day was over. As the community
paid their final respects to Patrick Gleese at his funeral, they also said goodbye to an era in their history. It was now their duty to honor his memory and
get on with the business of living. Since the origins
of human society, people have always needed to
mark important life stages with some kind of ceremony, and to celebrate their communal life with
social events. And we must not forget the basic human desire to have a good time enjoying each other’s
company! Social events in Los Vaqueros were a vital
part of communal life that expressed the universal
need for rituals of transition, solidarity, and togetherness.54

Rituals of Transition: Weddings and
Funerals
Weddings in Los Vaqueros were both joyous
celebrations of two souls in love, committed to walking life’s road together, and an important public recognition of family and social unity. A total of 16
Vasco weddings and one elopement were reported
by the local papers between 1902 and 1928. Articles on weddings provided juicy details such as
the bride’s trousseau, the groom’s occupation, wedding decor, guests in attendance, and often the honeymoon destination. Couples were married at home
or in a local church. Reported as the “first wedding
in the Vasco,” the marriage of Alice Coats to Edward McIntyre received special attention from the
Byron Times in 1908. Performed in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Nolan Coats “in the Vasco country,” it
was said to be “the first wedding ever solemnized
on the grant.” It was attended by “immediate relatives and a few friends.” The bride, the reporter
noted, was “one of the Vasco’s most popular young
ladies”; she “looked charming in her bridal robes
of white, trimmed in light blue.” The groom, “a
highly esteemed resident of Stockton,” was employed in an iron works. He whisked his lovely bride

away to Stockton where they set up housekeeping.55
During this time, so many marriages were taking
place among Vasco young people that the papers
reported a “marriage epidemic” that was “taking
away the pretty girls.”
The Marsh Creek home of Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Morchio set the stage for the wedding of their oldest daughter Eda to Paul Volponi. The bride “looked
pretty in a combination costume of lace and net of a
soft creamy tint. She wore a wreath of orange blossoms.” Her sister Mamie acted as bridesmaid and
wore “a Princess gown of rose colored mull and
lace.” Vic de Martini served as the groomsman, and
more than 40 guests sat down to dinner. The guest
list featured names of the Vasco’s Italian families,
including all the Morchios, de Martinis, the
Volponis, and the Fragulias, in addition to prominent Italian families from surrounding areas.
Elopements are sources of scandalous speculation and romantic excitement for spectators, in spite
of the circumstances that may have motivated the
desperate couple. One rather notorious elopement
on the Vasco (which was foiled in the end) occurred
at the Bordes ranch when 14-year-old Annie Bordes,
daughter of rancher Sylvain Bordes, ran off with a
young Basque hired hand named Peter Pitau in 1897.
The couple made it as far as Monterey where they
planned to “procure a tug and have the marriage
performed at sea by the pastor of the tugboat.” Their
nuptial intentions were thwarted when law officers
from Livermore, who had been informed of the
couple’s flight, telegraphed Santa Cruz where the
two were apprehended. Even though Annie was returned to the bosom of her family on the Vasco, she
eventually married her dashing suitor and they
settled down to raise a family and become part of
the growing Bordes social network.
Funerals among Los Vaqueros residents were
occasions to mark the passing of its venerable pioneers, to honor the memory of loved ones, and to
collectively mourn the loss of those near and dear
in the community. The death of Los Vaqueros pioneers was noted in local newspapers with lengthy
obituaries that chronicled the life of the deceased
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and acknowledged their contributions to the community. These articles also provided some details
about the funeral.
The esteem in which pioneer settlers were held
was shown in the obituary for Patrick Gleese, who
arrived in the area in 1868. “The funeral took place
from St. Michael’s church . . . and the attendance
was an indication of the regard with which he was
held by his neighbors and associates. The church
was thronged and the funeral cortege was one of
the longest ever seen in the valley. When the head
of the procession was at the grave, the last vehicle
had not passed.” When his son Joseph died in 1910
at 30 years of age, a victim of the “white plague,” a
similarly magnanimous tribute was paid him by the
community. “The remains were brought to
Livermore Friday morning and were taken immediately to St. Michael’s Church where funeral services were held by Rev. Father Power. A large number of friends of (the) deceased and his family followed the remains to their last resting place in the
Catholic cemetery.”
A funeral that went down in local history was
that of old John Elliott who died in 1911, and was
“one of the pioneer residents . . . who was one of
the substantial farmers of that section and notable
character.” Elliott had commissioned friend and fellow farmer Jesse Young to prepare a tomb for him
in one of the caves on Brushy Peak known as
Postoffice Rock. The funeral took place in the local
Methodist Church, after which the casket was
“borne to its last resting place in the depths of the
cave by six stalwart neighbors of the deceased. The
coffin was placed in the center of the cave, head
toward the west, the massive iron door was closed
and the kindly old pioneer’s wishes were carried
out and his remains were left to await the Resurrection morn.”
Tragically, death claimed not only the aged, but
the young in Los Vaqueros. The funerals of the
young people of the community were marked with
a particularly deep tone of sadness. An automobile
accident claimed the life of 34-year-old Steve
Morchio, Jr. and his wife. Reporters echoed the sadness of the community in their obituary in 1928.
“In his passing two families suffered an irreparable
loss—his own and that of his beloved wife, formerly

Bella Santos, whom he married five years ago. . . .
The floral tributes, beautiful emblems, testified to
the place (the) deceased held in the communities.”
One of the largest funerals held in Byron during the early 20th century was conducted for “Baby
Violet,” nine-month-old infant daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Armstrong who died suddenly in 1911.
The local newspaper reported that “the funeral was
one of the largest ever held in Byron, fifty carriages
and ten automobiles being in line. The floral tributes were beautiful and completely enveloped the
tiny coffin and grave.”

Rituals of Solidarity: Work Celebrations,
Dances, Picnics, and Balls
Rituals of solidarity tend to be of a public nature, involving many members of the community.
Activities and events that promote community solidarity and productive interactions can be geared
toward some altruistic goal that requires serious
commitments of time and energy from participants.
They can also be staged for no other purpose than
just having a grand old time, fun being the primary
ingredient. Los Vaqueros solidarity rituals during
the first few decades of the 20th century combined
all these motives into a rich pattern of social events.
Annual cattle and horse round-ups and rodeos
were part of the seasonal round of ranching activities on the Vasco. The assistance of all able-bodied
cowboys and cowgirls was required to herd the cattle
into corrals and cull them for branding, castrating,
dipping, and other procedures. Horses had to be
rounded up and broken, after which ranch hands
might stage a little rodeo of their own on each other’s
ranches to show off their riding skills. These activities were also a good excuse to barbecue, play music, and dance when the hard work of the day was
done.
Harvesting and baling the hay also required
communal efforts. The completion of the haying
season would culminate in a group celebration after the hay was harvested, baled, and sold. Usually,
folks would have a picnic. The Bordes ranch pasture was a favorite picnic spot where the farmers
and their families would gather under the shade of
trees near the creek to barbecue and share all sorts
of good things to eat.
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Whatever did people do for amusement before
movies, television, and the internet? In the “good
old days” before the electronic age furnished us with
most of our entertainment, folks cultivated all sorts
of novel ways to have fun. For Los Vaqueros residents, local organizations regularly staged public
dances, masquerade balls, and picnics that were
widely attended and enjoyed. Secular and religious
organizations that sponsored these social events included the Native Sons of the Golden West, the
Byron Social Club, the Portuguese society I.D.E.S.,
St. Michael’s Catholic Church, and the Odd Fellows, to name a few. The grand social event of the
season was the “Great Masked Ball” sponsored by
the Native Sons and usually held in February. If
you had never attended this ball—in costume, mind
you—you really didn’t know what fun was! Between
1908 and 1929, the Byron Times regularly reported
on the planning and glorious outcome of this annual event. Many Vasco residents were mentioned
not only for their attendance, but because they won
prizes for the best costumes. Costumes could be
humorous, historical, artistic, or esoteric. Mary
Bordes, for example, went in the guise of “Morning” to the 1908 ball, and Bertie Bordes was the
“Queen of Hearts.” At the same ball, the Grueninger
boys, Edward and William, went as a baker and a
cowboy, while T.J. Kelso was dressed as a “Schoolboy.” One can only imagine him in short pants, lace
collar, and blond curls.
The masked ball of 1914 was another “glorious success” with 300 people present. People danced
until five in the morning “to the strains of the peerless Merzbach Orchestra.” Among the prizewinners
from Los Vaqueros were Irene Pitau and Bertha
Grueninger, “two pretty, petite girls,” who divided
the third prize dressed as “Baby Dolls.” The boys,
it was said, “agreed they looked too sweet for anything.” If you attended the ball in 1929, you could
have swayed to the sensuous sounds of “The Knights
of Joy” seven-piece orchestra.
Public dances were also held as a regular form
of entertainment. Saturday night dances might be
sponsored by any one of the above-mentioned organizations. Dances were held anywhere a good
dance floor could be found. The floor of the Marsh
Creek School felt the happy feet of many dancing

couples one Saturday night in February 1908. It was
pronounced “one of the gayest dances of the season” and “one of the most delightful affairs ever
held on the Creek.”
Sometimes the landscape itself begs to be
danced upon. Nowhere in Vasco country were Saturday night dances so thoroughly enjoyed as on
Brushy Peak, near Altamont. Brushy Peak had been
the site of local picnics since the late 19th century.
In 1880, the Altamont Social and Base Ball Club
erected a wooden dancing floor, and for the next 40
or 50 years, local residents kicked up their heels on
those hills! Brushy Peak organized its own social
clubs that gave picnics and dances, serving “elaborate lunches under the big trees.” It even had its
share of “Bohemians.” Members of the Brushy Peak
Bohemian Club staged its annual outings there to
honor the memory of “departed” members. The club
would leave for its “rendezvous” on the Peak at
about 10 o’clock in the morning, in horse-drawn
“busses” and a “commissary wagon” on which the
“members kept an anxious eye while en route.” After
the solemn duties were performed, members sat
down to dinner, “which according to all accounts,
was a feast fit for the gods.” The party would continue until the cool of the evening with songs and
stories.
Brushy Peak was not without its dangers. Joe
Jason, Vasco farmer and frequent dance caller and
floor manager on Brushy Peak, went on record in
1910 as warning picnic parties “to be careful in
walking or laying about carelessly in the grass on
account of rattlesnakes.” Poisonous snakes were not
the only danger on Brushy Peak. The locale developed a rowdy reputation over the years, when numerous fights and downright drunken brawls had to
be broken up. Young people even dared to flaunt
their early-20th-century form of “dirty dancing” that
was constantly scrutinized by the floor managers,
such as Vasco farmer Andrew Fragulia. In the heyday of ragtime rhythms, advertisements for a dance
on Brushy Peak in 1912 laid down the law, admonishing dancers that “contrary to reports no ‘ragging’
will be tolerated.” Saturday night dances at Brushy
Peak were eventually shut down due to the increase
of such “anti-social” behavior.
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Rituals of Solidarity. A group of picnickers gathers in one of the caves at Brushy Peak
around 1900. (Courtesy Brentwood Museum.)

Rituals of Togetherness: Birthday Parties,
Anniversaries, Barn Dances, and Reunions
Rituals of togetherness tend to be of a more
private nature, conducted between family members
and close friends. These occasions facilitate family
bonding and reinforce close interpersonal ties between members of a group. They also afford an
opportunity to have fun together enjoying the good
things in life. In Los Vaqueros, families socialized
together, surprised each other with birthday parties,
hosted home dances, dinners, anniversary parties,
and other commemorative and celebratory events
such as family reunions, holiday celebrations and
religious rites.
Naturally, some folks were more gregarious
than others and entertained more often. The Bordes
home was the site of some of the most memorable
barn dances and wonderful parties on the Vasco.
The sturdy wooden floor of the Bordes granary made

an excellent dance floor after it had been swept
clean. Music was usually furnished by local people
who played instruments, mostly accordion, guitar,
violin, and banjo. Lucy Bordes Rooney and the
Christensen brothers, Hans and Pete, were always
on hand to stir up a dance tune. The popular dances
of the day were always in order, such as the foxtrot and the polka.56
Midnight suppers and dances on the Vasco were
a well-loved tradition and always of interest to local reporters covering on the Los Vaqueros social
scene. In 1907 one of the famous Bordes barn dances
was the subject of reportage: “Nearly 100 young
people were present, among them a large number of
the prettiest girls in the valley. Dancing was enjoyed ‘till daylight and a substantial repast was
served.” Folks on the Vasco were pretty isolated
before the advent of good roads and the availability
of motorized vehicular transportation. People generally couldn’t just “pop over” for a drink and a
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Rituals of Togetherness. The Fragulias host a picnic
for friends and family. (Courtesy Paul Fragulia and
Marie Bignone [née Fragulia].)

chat, then run home. Parties usually lasted all night
with a large meal served at midnight and a big breakfast to see the guests home in the morning. One had
to have a great deal of party stamina in those days.
Everyone loves birthday parties, and the Vasco
folks cooked up some splendid birthday celebrations
that drew attention from surveyors of the social
scene. Bachelor farmer P. Labordette was happily
surprised by a party thrown for him by his friends
in the community. Mary and Bertie Bordes were
there, as well as Joe Armstrong, Willie and John
Kelso, the Grueninger boys, Pete Pitau, and Tillio
Morchio. “The evening was spent in dancing, singing, games and partaking of refreshments.” A pleasant surprise was also tendered for H.P. Christensen
at his home on the Vasco grant. “More than a hundred guests were in attendance. A fine supper was
served at midnight. The evening was most enjoyably spent.” Joe Jason, known for his terrific dancecalling up on Brushy Peak, was also pleasantly surprised when Vasco friends turned up to help him
celebrate his birthday in 1910. “Delightful music
was furnished by Miss Bertie Bordes and Rasmus
Christensen. A fine supper was served at midnight.
There were about 30 people present.”
When “well-known Vasco farmer” Sylvain
Bordes reached his 66th birthday in 1911, a large

crowd of well-wishers were in attendance. In keeping with the Vasco custom, a midnight supper was
served and people danced until dawn. Joanna
Grueninger hosted her own party when she turned
78 in 1929. She cooked a 35-pound turkey and decorated the long dinner table with Shasta daisies “that
presented a most attractive appearance.” Among the
gifts she received was a set of silver tableware and
a lovely handbag that contained a 10-dollar gold
piece.
For those Vasco couples who weathered the long
years of married life together, wedding anniversaries provided friends and family with the opportunity to celebrate the longevity of their union. One
memorable celebration was the silver wedding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. Steve Morchio at their
home on the Vasco grant. The double parlor doors
were thrown open for dancing in the dining room.
“At midnight a splendid repast was served, and
many toasts were offered by happy participants.”
Guests included many local families. Among them
was a bevy of lovely young ladies from the Vasco,
a country “noted for its pretty girls . . . this fact was
emphasized more than ever on this occasion.” This
ritual of togetherness started 25 years before with their
wedding, a rite of passage.

All in All. . .
Members of the Los Vaqueros community were
no different than other members of the human family in their need for appropriate celebrations and
ceremonies. Nor were they immune to the irrepressible human need for fun. They kicked up their heels,
worked, celebrated, and mourned together. Social
events in Los Vaqueros were colored by the cultural diversity of the community and were a reflection of the times in which they lived. Economic conditions, isolation, and the vicissitudes of world
events did not diminish their communal spirit. They
participated fully in the weddings and funerals, picnics and parties, round-ups, barn dances, and masquerade balls, that were all expressions of communal life shared by folks on the Vasco.
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ALL ABOUT ARTIFACTS:
THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE ROSES’ STREAM AND THE CONNOLLYS’ CELLAR
When families moved away from the Vasco,
they left bits and pieces of their lives behind, fragments that Los Vaqueros Project archaeologists excavated and analyzed in 1994 and 1995.57 Joseph
and Antone Rose leased 300 acres of valley farmland beginning in 1896. After a decade of hard work,
around 1907, Joseph and his family accumulated
enough money to buy their own ranch down the road
near Livermore. Antone and his family stayed behind, but the Joseph Roses cleared out their Los
Vaqueros cupboards and closets and threw the unwanted goods in the creek before they left.
Owen and Anna Connolly never lived on the
Vasco year-round; they owned their own house in
Livermore, and leased 160 acres of hilly terrain at
Los Vaqueros, which they farmed beginning in the
mid-1880s. When Owen died in 1899, Anna and
her eight children brought in another harvest or two,
then closed up the Vasco house around 1902. She
already had a fully stocked house in Livermore, so
she left many of her household goods behind. After
the Connollys left the Vasco, their ranch was incorporated into the sheep operation of Theo Redin, and
everything in the abandoned house eventually ended
up in the empty cellar hole.
For very different reasons, neither of these families wanted to take all of their old housewares with
them. While the Roses may have seen themselves
as moving up in the world, Anna Connolly was settling down to a single-home retirement in San Francisco. Many of the artifacts left behind when the
Roses and the Connollys moved were small and
prosaic, but they are remarkably eloquent about how
they got there, and what sort of people left them.

The Roses Clean House
The banks of the little stream that flows through
the site of the Roses’ old farmstead are lined here
and there with rock walls. Beneath one of these
walls, mostly on the side facing the stream, archaeologists found the place where the Joseph Roses
dumped their unwanted household goods, presumably when they left the Vasco around 1907.
The refuse had been thrown into a shallow
trough next to the stream—a little ditch that was

either dug to help drainage or was itself an earlier
creek channel. The dishes, bottles, and metal that

Archaeology of the Roses’ Refuse. A careful look
reveals the small artifacts among the rocks and roots in
this archaeological trench excavated next to a small creek
on the Rose site. Silt from the stream buried these artifacts
in heavy soil, but protected them from weathering.

the Roses threw away here got mixed up over the
years with stream silt, so that by the time the archaeologists excavated it, the artifacts were contained in a foot of dark gray clay.
Dates of manufacture and the condition of the
artifacts are what tell us that the Roses threw their
household goods away all at once, and that they were
probably cleaning old things out of the house when
they did. Most of the artifacts are in big pieces and
the bones show very few signs of having been
gnawed by rodents or exposed to weathering, which
suggests that the refuse was covered up with dirt
rather quickly. Also, two plain white ceramic dinner plates manufactured by the same company sometime after 1906 were at both the top and the bottom
of the pile.58 This tells us that nothing in the pile
could have been put there before 1906, but it provides strong evidence that all those artifacts in between—regardless of when they were manufactured—were probably discarded around the same
time.
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The dates of those artifacts provide some of the
most powerful evidence that Joseph and Mary Rose
went through their closets and their storage areas to
throw away old household goods that they did not
want to take with them. While we know that these
artifacts could not have been thrown away any earlier than 1906, many of them were manufactured
much earlier, some as early as the 1870s. For example, there were two white glass liners for canning jars that had been manufactured by the Consolidated Fruit Jar Company of New York between
1870 and 1882. There were also pieces of two old
quart-size Budweiser beer bottles that were made
by Carl Conrad and Company, which filed for bankruptcy in 1883. These bottles had a U.S. patent
embossed on them as well, which was registered in
1878.59
The composition of the Roses’ garbage heap
was relatively limited, with most of the items coming from their house, and only a few coming from a
storage shed or barn. Most of the artifacts were
domestic items related to food preparation and consumption. There were commercial food bottles in
addition to several canning jars and pottery containers that were used for food storage. The Roses
also threw away a wide variety of kitchen- and
tablewares—almost every type of vessel you might
expect to find in a family’s cabinet. There were
plates, cups, saucers, soup plates, a serving platter,
a ewer, glass tumblers, a glass bowl, and a few
pieces of cutlery. Some kitchen garbage also found
its way into the stream: butchered bones of cow,
sheep, and pig were present. Most of these were
butchered with a handsaw, which was standard practice in the late 19th century. There was a distinct
prevalence of family-sized pieces of meat (roasts
and soup bones) and only a few steak bones—not
surprising considering that the Rose household contained two families.
Medicines, alcoholic beverages, and a few
clothing fasteners were part of the collection as well.
Treatments for intestinal disorders included bitters,
J.J. Mack sarsaparilla, J.A. Folger Essence of Ginger, and a “Worm Confection.” Chest and other ailments were assuaged with Dr. Boschee’s German
Syrup, Ayer’s Pectoral, and Davis’ Vegetable Pain
Killer. These were all over-the-counter remedies
called proprietary medicines. Quite popular in the

late 19th century, these mostly alcohol-based concoctions were claimed by their manufacturers to
have amazing curative powers. The Roses also had
some prescription medicines. One of these came
from the Langley & Michaels Co. of San Francisco,
while the other was from McKesson & Robbins, an
East Coast pharmaceutical firm.60
Two of the children’s porcelain dolls did not
make it to the new house, probably because they
were broken. One of these was a large, glazed head
with unpainted molded hair that fell in ringlets
around the ears. The other doll was represented by
a small unglazed arm. The Roses also threw away
a few things that had collected in a shed or a workshop: there were nails, some window glass, house
and wagon hardware, and harnesses and horseshoes.
The ceramics in the refuse heap give us a clue
as to how the Roses decided what should get thrown
away. Almost all of them were very plain and would
have seemed old-fashioned by the beginning of the
20th century; only a few of the pieces had any decoration at all. By 1907 fashionable dinnerware was
light and decorated in multicolored, intricate cutout designs that were applied to ceramics in a process called decalcomania. Plain white china was still
available, but not as desirable, as reflected in declining prices. Mail-order catalogs from the turn of
the 19th century are filled with decorated wares—
molded rims, transferprints, and decals—and the
plain white sets are advertised as durable, rather
than fashionable, and suitable for corporate-style
tables such as hotels and restaurants.61
Joseph Rose’s acquisition of his own 220-acre
ranch outside of Livermore was certainly an upwardly mobile change, both socially and economically. His family became one of Livermore’s more
important “early” families; they were even pictured
in the local church history, posed in an open carriage in front of their beautiful and bountiful new
farm. Perhaps when the Joseph Roses made their
move they discarded the old-fashioned, somewhat
tattered trappings of the decidedly less-than-middleclass household that they shared with Joseph’s
younger brother’s family.

Anna Connolly’s Cellar
A small depression, a sparse scatter of small
artifacts, and a piece of metal protruding from the
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Rose Family Artifacts. Sarsaparilla (a), essence of ginger (b), and Budweiser (c) were some of the product-bottles
that the Roses threw away in 1907, along with lid liners from canning jars (d) and numerous ceramics (e). (Drawings
by A. Richard Wolter.)
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ground led Los Vaqueros Project archaeologists to
the Connollys’ cellar in 1994. The 12-foot square
hole was just 3 feet deep—big enough to store perishables—but over the course of the 90-odd years
since Mrs. Connolly walked away from her house
it had filled up with dirt and fragments of the things
she left behind. The cellar was dug into the native
ground and lined with horizontal wood planks held
in place by vertical posts. The floor of the cellar
was set with stone pavers to make a nice smooth
surface on which to set her goods.
Like the refuse heap in the Roses’ stream, the
manufacture dates of the items in Anna Connolly’s
cellar hole tell a story about what happened there.
Although the dates of most of the items bearing
manufacture marks cluster around the turn of the
century (including a 1900 dime), two items were
manufactured after 1925. Therefore, the cellar hole
could not have been filled until at least 23 years
after the Connollys left; but since no one lived at
the site after around 1902, most of the refuse must
have belonged to the Connollys. The best explanation is that the household debris sat around for a
number of years—perhaps was even spread around
the yard where it mixed with items dropped there
later—before it got pushed into the cellar.
The composition of the artifact collection in
Anna Connolly’s cellar was very different from that
of the Roses’ refuse heap, another clue to its ori-

gins. By far the largest group of items was material
related to the structure itself—hundreds of nails,
fragments of window glass, doorknobs, screw hooks,
and hinges. Two of the hinges match: they are decorated cast iron and are advertised in the 1897 Sears,
Roebuck catalog as “Door Butts; Loose pin, iron
butts, plain finish.” Domestic and personal items
were also present in the cellar hole, but in much
smaller proportions. In general, the artifacts in Anna
Connolly’s cellar were much more varied, as the
following discussion shows.
There were a wide variety of tools in the cellar
hole assemblage, all of which were relatively generic items that might be found in any farmer’s tool
kit. Then there were harness parts, a number of spent
cartridges and shells, and pencils, slates, and an ink
bottle. Agricultural items included a bottle of
Watkins stock dip, advertised “for killing lice, ticks,
mites, and vermin, . . .” and pieces of farm machinery, mostly hay-mower parts.
A wide array of domestic items was excavated
from the cellar hole even though they represent only
a small percentage of the whole collection. Unlike
the Roses’ refuse, though, there were very few ceramic tablewares—just two cups and a plate. More
common were artifacts pertaining to food storage
and preparation, such as a Tabasco sauce bottle, an
impressive cast-iron kettle, several graniteware pots
and pans, cutlery, canning jars, tin cans, and barrel

Archaeology of the Connollys’ Cellar Hole. The artifacts were a little more obvious at the Connolly site (left), and
the cellar hole that they filled (right) was quite formal. Note the paved floor and the wood cribbing visible beneath
the sign board in the upper right.
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Connolly Family Artifacts. Food jars (a, b, c), toys (d, e), and an entire cast-iron stove (e) were among the many
artifacts archaeologists recovered from the Connolly’s cellar hole. (Drawings by Christina Savitsky.)

hoops. A handleless sad iron, furniture hardware,
lamp chimneys, and lantern parts rounded out the
collection of housewares. One of the chimneys came
from a Cold Blast Storm Lantern sold for $.85 by
Sears, Roebuck and Co. in 1897. Advertised as
“very desirable for places where there are strong
drafts of wind,” this lantern suited the weather conditions on the Vasco.

Most remarkable of all, however, was the nearly
intact cast-iron stove that the Connollys abandoned.
The compact, coal-burning stove had four cook holes
on top and a moderate-sized oven with a side-opening door in front. Almost all of its parts were found
as well: hole covers, center plates, oven door, vented
firebox grate, and a cast-iron kettle that nestles comfortably in one of the cook holes (the same kettle
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mentioned above). The identity of the stove is impressed on its firebox door: “7-14 RURAL SSC/
THE WEHRLE CO/NEWARK OHIO.” The
Wehrle family entered the stove and range business
in the 1860s and from 1898 they manufactured
stoves for Sears, Roebuck and Co. in addition to
marketing their wares through their own catalogs.62
Anna Connolly may have left her stove behind because it was too heavy, too small, or too outmoded
to justify the expense of moving it.
Personal artifacts were well represented in
Anna Connolly’s cellar, with toiletry items, watches,
and even a mouth harp. Her children had probably
outgrown the toys that were left behind: a lead enameled figure of a train conductor, probably used as a
game piece or part of a model train set; a white clay
marble; and a pewter doll’s dish. For the adults, there
was plenty of alcohol (which may have been added
to the refuse after the Connollys left), including
bottles of beer, whiskey, and wine or champagne.
A lot of clothing fasteners and shoes were discarded in the cellar. All of the boots were three
hooks high—a style that gained in popularity around
1910—and were probably left by Theo Redin and
his sheepherders long after the Connollys departed.
Two of the boots are a man’s size 9 and have similar wear patterns that are usually associated with a
bow-legged person. One of these boots has a large
straight cut in the upper, extending from near the
sole to the tongue. The boot would have been
unrepairable after such damage was inflicted; the
cut appears to be intentional and may have been
worn on an injured, swollen foot.
The bones in Anna Connolly’s cellar also provide some clues for interpreting the fill. There was
a much wider variety of animals represented here
than at the Roses’ house. In addition to cow, sheep,
and pig, there were bones from fish and shellfish,
chickens, pigeons, rats, cats, rabbits, squirrels, gophers, mice, weasels, badgers, and skunk. Not all
of these were eaten: there were butchering marks
only on chicken, rabbit, cat, sheep, cow, and pig
bones.
This is not a typical assemblage of animal bone
for a domestic site. It more closely resembles a barnor farmyard, with its combination of domestic, introduced, and wild animals and its paucity of butch-

ered bone. Furthermore, many of the skeletons in
Anna Connolly’s cellar are surprisingly complete.
This is particularly true for the sheep, suggesting
that the animals probably lived and died nearby—
probably part of Theo Redin’s herd.
The wide variety of artifacts in Anna Connolly’s
cellar corroborates the scenario suggested by the
disparate dates: that is, that the refuse accumulated
over a long period of time, beginning when Anna
Connolly moved away. Before everything was buried in the cellar hole, the Connollys’ abandoned
household items were gradually spread around the
yard and mixed with all manner of things that were
brought in later. Pieces of the house itself even got
into the mix.

No Longer of Value
The Connollys’ cellar and the Roses’ stream
were filled at different times and under somewhat
different circumstances. But they share the distinction of containing all the things that the Connolly
and Rose families no longer valued when they left
the Vasco. Anna Connolly cleared out most of her
china, but left much of her kitchen, including her
heavy stove, behind. The Roses were more thorough, probably because the house they left was still
occupied by the Antone Roses. Instead of just walking away, they cleared out their cabinets and threw
everything they no longer wanted in the creek. What
the Roses mostly chose to discard were old-fashioned dishes and unusable bottles that might clutter
their new lives.
A one-time Vasco resident, Emelia Crosslin
(née Grueninger), remembered what her mother did
in the early years of the 20th century: “My mother,
when she built that next new house, she threw away
a lot of her old things, in the creek. She wanted to
get something new.”63 Such was apparently the case
for the Roses: their move up in the world was something to be heralded with new purchases for a new,
and hopefully better, life. Anna Connolly’s move
was somewhat more bittersweet; she was leaving
behind a big part of the life she had shared with her
husband for the past 15 years or so. It seems that
she grabbed the most portable goods—her china—
and left the rest behind for someone else to clean
up.

